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Inventors:

Julius Schmohl, Ernest Lauschke.

By Their Attorneys: Burton & Burton.
To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, JULIUS SCHMOHL and ERNST LAUSCHKE, subjects of the Emperor of Germany, residing at Chicago, county of Cook, and State of Illinois, have invented and produced a new and original Design for a Font of Printing-Type, set forth in the following specification, reference being had to the typographical impressions forming a part thereof. This design comprises capitals, points, and figures, dollar-mark, and character &. In general character it is heavy, shadeless, rude, and much extended. The lines are of uneven “etchy” appearance—that is, they present conventional imitation of lines worked out by etching or like chemical process having unsystematic unevenness and inaccuracy. The closed letters D, O, and Q, and in addition the letter U, are distinguished by two light diagonal parallel lines crossing them at about 20 the middle. Horizontal strokes on the line, as of L and E, end in a rude crescent in lieu of a serif. Lower terminals of C, J, and S are rudely straightened and tapered and all regular serifs are blunt and in keeping with 25 the general rude character of the design.

We claim—
The design for a font of type herein shown and described.

In testimony whereof we have hereunto set our hands, at Chicago, Illinois, in the presence of two witnesses, this 26th day of March, A. D. 1891.

JULIUS SCHMOHL
ERNST LAUSCHKE

Witnesses:
CELESTE P. CHAPMAN,
JEAN ELLIOTT.